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Abstract. The aim of this study is to develop a solution for text mining
scientific articles using the R language in the “Knowledge Extraction
and Machine Learning” course. Automatic text summary of papers is a
challenging problem whose approach would allow researchers to browse
large article collections and quickly view highlights and drill down for
details. The proposed solution is based in social network analysis, topic
models and bipartite graph approaches. Our method defines a bipartite
graph between documents and topics built using the Latent Dirichlet
Allocation topic model. The topics are connected to generate a network
of topics, which is converted to bipartite graph, using topics collected in
the same document. Hence, it is revealed to be a very promising technique
for providing insights about summarizing scientific article collections.

Keywords: Text Mining, Topic Model, Topic Network, Systematic Lit-
erature Review

1 Introduction

With the overwhelming amount of textual information presented in scientific
literature, there is a need for effective automated processing that can help sci-
entists to locate, gather and make use of knowledge encoded in literature that is
available electronically. Although a great deal of crucial scientific information is
stored in databases, the most relevant and useful information is still represented
in domain literature.

The literature review process consists of: to locate, appraise, and synthesize
the best-available empirical evidence to answer specific research questions. An
ideal literature search would retrieve all relevant papers for inclusion and exclude
all irrelevant papers. However, previous research have demonstrated a number
of studies that are not fully indexed, as well as a number that are indexed
incorrectly [7,15,8].

The purpose of this paper is to highlight text mining techniques as a sup-
port to identify the relevant literature from a CSV (Comma Separated Value)
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collection searched in different journal repositories. Data set will be analyzed
quantitatively in order to obtain a systematic review literature process involving
the research domain: high performance computing as support to computer aid
diagnostic systems. This research domain is the first author’s scientific field of
interest.

Text Mining is a common process of extracting relevant information using
a set of documents. Text Mining provides basic preprocessing methods, such as
identification, extraction of representative characteristics, and advanced opera-
tions as identifying complex patterns [11,1,5]. Document classification is a task
that consists of assigning a text to one or more categories: the name of its class
of subject, and main topics. This paper only addresses the summarization of
Abstracts. Researchers are interested in the number of times certain keywords
associated with specific content appear in each document.

This paper is organized as follows: in the next section is described a summary
about text classification. The experiments performed using the R code and the
results obtained with the sets of scientific articles considered in the automatic
text summary and text classification, are discussed in Section 3, which is followed
by the concluding remarks in Section 4.

2 Related Work

This section summarizes some achievements on text classification from various
pieces of the literature. In general, text classification is a problem divided into
nine steps. Those steps include data collection, text processing, data division,
feature extraction, feature selection, data representation, classifier training, ap-
plying a classification model, and performance evaluation [12,18].

– Data Collection: In text classification, the first step is collecting data. The
sample data are texts that belong to a limited scientific domain, i.e., “high
performance computing as support to medical image processing” [17]. Each
sample text must be labeled with one or more tags indicating a label to a
certain class.

– Text preprocessing: Actually is preprocessing a trial to improve text classi-
fication by removing worthless information. It may include removal of punc-
tuation, stop words (any prepositions and pronouns), and numbers [18,9]. In
the context of this paper, we consider root extraction and word stemming
as part of the feature extraction step [12], which will be discussed in the
Feature extraction item.

– Data division: Next step divides the data into two parts, training data and
testing data. Based on training data, the classification algorithm will be
trained to produce a classification model. The testing data will be used to
validate the performance of the resulting classification model. There is no
ideal ratio of training data to testing data. The text classification experi-
ments presented have been used 25% for training and 75% for testing. The
classification performance is the average performance of implemented classi-
fication models[19,12].
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– Feature extraction: Texts are characterized by features that: a) are not re-
lated to the content of the text, such as author gender, author name, and
others; and b) reflect the text content, such as lexical items and grammati-
cal categories. Considering single words, the simplest of lexical features, as
a representation feature in text classification has proven effective for a num-
ber of applications. The result of this step is a list of features and their
corresponding frequency in the training data set [18].

– Feature selection: The result of the feature extraction step is a long collection
of features, however, not all of these features are good for classification for
many reasons: first, some classification algorithms are negatively affected
when using many features due to what is called “curse of dimensionality”
next, the over-fitting problem may occur when the classification algorithm is
trained in all features and finally some other features are common in most of
the classes. To solve these problems, many methods were proposed to select
the most representative features for each class in the training data set. In
this paper, the most frequently used methods have been Chi Squared (CHI),
term frequency (TF), document frequency (DF) and their variations. Other
than statistical ranking, features with higher frequency were used. Word
stems are also used as feature selections where words with the same stem
are considered as one feature [19,18,17].

– Data representation: The results obtained from the previous step are rep-
resented in matrix format, and will be used by the classification algorithm.
Usually, the data are in matrix format with n rows and m columns wherein
the columns correspond to the selected feature, and the rows correspond to
the texts in the training data. Weighting methods, such as term frequency
inverse document frequency (TFIDF) and term frequency (TF) are used to
compute the value of each cell in this matrix, which represents the weight of
the feature in the text [9].

– Classifier training: The classification algorithm is trained using the training
matrix that contains the selected features and their corresponding weights
in each text of the training data. Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Näıve
Bayes (NB) are the classical machine learning algorithms that have been the
most used in text classification [10,1]. The result is a classification model to
be tested by means of the testing data. The same weighting methods and
the same features extracted from the training data will be used to test the
classification model [16,19].

– Classification model evaluation: Evaluation techniques are assessed to esti-
mate future performance by measures such as accuracy, recall, precision, and
f-measure, and to maximize empirical results [17].
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Table 1. Total of articles searched in journal repositories.

Repositories
Publication

Searched Queries Papers

ACM Portal (”medical image”) and (”high performance comput-
ing” or ”parallel computing” or ”parallel program-
ming”)

1

Engineering Village (((((”medical imag*”) WN KY) AND ((”high per-
formance comput*”) WN KY)) OR ((”parallel com-
put*”) WN KY)) OR ((”parallel programm*”) WN
KY)), Journal article only, English only

19

IEEE Xplore ((medical imag*) AND ((”high performance comput*”
OR ”parallel programm*”) OR ”parallel comput*”) )

69

ScienceDirect ”medical image” AND (”high performance comput-
ing” OR ”parallel computing” OR ”parallel program-
ming”)[Journals(Computer Science,Engineering)]

390

Web of Science TOPIC: (”medical imag*”) AND TOPIC: (”high per-
formance comput*”) AND TOPIC: (”parallel”)

27

Total 506

3 Experiments and Discussion

This section describes the infrastructure used to perform the experiments and
also illustrates and discusses the results obtained. Data set4 used in experiments
were collected from repositories showed in Table 1, and composed by 7 vari-
ables (id, Title, Journal, Year, Abstract, Keywords and Recommend) and 494
observations (after removing duplicated records).

We are interested in what the characteristics are Abstract that tend to group
the article in a specific topic, and in future work recommend the prioritized
observations based on high scores of topics. The analyzed variable is text data,
the Abstract, and its unstructured data. Unstructured data has variable length,
one observation contains an academic text, it has variable spelling using singular
and plural forms of words, punctuation and other non alphanumeric characters,
and the contents are not predefined to adhere to a set of values - it can be on a
variety of topics [6,3].

To create useful data, unstructured text data should be converted into struc-
tured data for further processing. The preprocessing step, described in Section
3.1, involves extraction of words from the data and removal of punctuation and
spaces, eliminates articles and other words that we are not interested in, re-
places synonyms, plural and other variants of words with a single term and
finally, makes the structured data, which is a table where each word becomes a
variable with a numeric value for each record.

4 Project code and data set is available in https://github.com/carlosalexsander/

ECAC_Project
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The test infrastructure used was composed of the RStudio development suite,
available to download through the RStudio website 5. A graphic card GeForce
GT 540 (NVIDIA) with 192 CUDA cores and 2GB of GDRAM was used with
a portable computer equipped with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-2630QM 2.0 GHz,
8GB of RAM (DDR3 1333 MHz), Linux Debian Wheezy (64 bits) operating
system.

3.1 Results and Discussion

In the first step, it was necessary to install and load the R package Text Mining
tm to process text documents. Once we have a corpus, the next step was to
modify the documents in it, e.g., making everything lowercase, reducing words
to their stem, removing numbers, removing punctuation, and removing common
English stop-words. All this functionality is named a transformation concept,
illustrated in Fig. 1. In general, all transformation work is done in all elements
of the corpus applying the tm map function.

1toSpace <- content_transformer(function(x,pattern) gsub(pattern, " ", x))
2corpus.m <- tm_map(paper.corpus, toSpace, "/|@|\\|")
3corpus.m <- tm_map(corpus.m, content_transformer(tolower))
4corpus.m <- tm_map(corpus.m, removePunctuation)
5removeUnicode <- function(x) stri_replace_all_regex(x,"[^\x20-\x7E]","")
6corpus.m <- tm_map(corpus.m, content_transformer(removeUnicode))
7corpus.m <- tm_map(corpus.m, removeNumbers)
8corpus.m <- tm_map(corpus.m, removeWords, stopwords("english"))
9corpus.m <- tm_map(corpus.m, removeWords, c("using", "used", "propose", "can←↩

", "also"))
10library(SnowballC)
11corpus.m <- tm_map(corpus.m, stemDocument, language = "english")
12corpus.m <- tm_map(corpus.m, stripWhitespace)
13corpus.dtm <- DocumentTermMatrix(corpus.m, control = list(minWordLength = 3,←↩

weighting = function(x) weightTFIDF(x, normalize = FALSE)))

Fig. 1. Preprocessing text documents applying function tm map().

For many methods of text analysis, specifically the so called “bag-of-word”
approaches, we created a common data structure for the corpus (Document
Term Matrix - DTM) [13,17]. This is a matrix in which the rows represent
documents and columns represent terms. The values represent how often each
word occurred in each document. Not all terms are equally informative of the
underlying semantic structures of texts, and some terms are rather useless for
this purpose. We used the term.statistics function, created in order to produce
text statistics, for instance, the most common words in the text, illustrated in
Fig. 2.

For interpretation and computational purposes it is worthwhile to delete some
less useful words from the DTM before fitting a model [14]. We can now filter out

5 http://www.rstudio.com/products/rstudio/download/
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Fig. 2. Most frequented words in corpus represented by wordcloud.

words based on this information, select only the terms with the highest TFIDF
score, and after apply the function removeSparseTerms(DTM, S) to retain the
fewer (but more common) terms. The sparse argument value used was 0.75 to
retain more words for classification than with a smaller sparse value, and those
words were used in dictionary-based approach for term identification. When the
removal of sparse terms function are applied, the number of terms is reduced
from 4851 to 22.

TFIDF, is a numerical statistic which reflects how important a word is to
a document in a collection or corpus. It is often used as a weighting factor in
text mining. The TFIDF value increases proportionally to the number of times
a word appears in the document, but is offset by the frequency of the word in
the corpus, which helps control the fact that some words are generally more
common than others. Variations of the TFIDF weighting scheme are often used
by search engines as a central tool in scoring and ranking a document’s relevance
given a user query[14]. TFIDF can be successfully used for stop-words filtering
in various subject fields including text summary and classification. One of the
simplest ranking functions is computed by summing the TFIDF for each query
term; many more sophisticated ranking functions are variants of this simple
model[10]. The TFIDF formula is:

TFIDF (i) =
Frequency(i) ∗N

df(i)
, (1)

where df is the frequency of word (i) in all documents, and N is the number of
words in the record/document. An interesting technique to use on a document-
term matrix is the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) topic modeling. Topic
modeling are statistical methods, essentially used to analyze the words of the
original documents to discover the topics that run through them and how those
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topics are connected to each other [6,2]. Before fitting the topic model, coded in
Fig. 3, it is best to reduce the vocabulary by selecting only informative words.

1best.model <- lapply(seq(2, 10, by = 1), function(d){LDA(term.tfidf.df, d)})
2best.model.logLik <- as.data.frame(as.matrix(lapply(best.model, logLik)))
3best.model.logLik.df <- data.frame(topics=c(2:10), LL = as.numeric(as.matrix←↩

(best.model.logLik)))
4best.model.logLik.df.sort <- best.model.logLik.df[order(-best.model.logLik.←↩

df$LL), ]
5best.model.logLik.df.sort
6ntop <- best.model.logLik.df.sort[1,]$topics
7lda <- LDA(term.tfidf.df, ntop)

Fig. 3. Code to produce a list of likelihood for each model and to optimize the LDA
model.

Weights were used to determine the most efficient way. The treatment is
mathematically straightforward. [16,4,3], The best model fitted is depicted by
the distribution of this likelihood by topic in Fig. 4. The number of topics with
the highest log likelihood is −308886.3 and 10. These topics gave the best fit for
the present data.

A different plot to see the final result is the topic network. It’s created by
multiplying the document-topic matrix transpose with itself by an adjacency
matrix. Fig. 5 shows the topic network, with topic nodes labeled by the three
most probable terms in the corresponding topic distribution. In the context of
this study, we define topic to be a distribution over a fixed vocabulary, i.e. image
topic has words about image with high probability and the image processing
topic has words about image processing with high probability.

4 Conclusions

In this work we studied how to use R language to text mining, and the great
importance of a good preprocessing of the data in order to obtain good quality
results in the text classification step. In general, building a large amount of la-
beled training data for text classification is a labor-intensive and time-consuming
task. That was the main problem during the classifier development, and it is de-
fined as future work. We found that the simplest document representation was
at least as good as representations involving more complicated syntactic and
morphological analysis. Topic networks may be useful in analyzing documents
collections.
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